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Either lying in semi supine or sitting.

Begin to notice your physical body, the Annamaya Kosha. 
Notice the sensations of where your body contacts the floor 
or chair. If you are sitting, notice how your feet feel in contact 
with the ground. Scan through the body from head to feet, 
noticing how your physical body is today, any feelings of ease, 
comfort or dis-ease or discomfort, old or new, dull or sharp, 
free or spacious, all the sensations which arise in every part of 
the body. 

Now take your awareness to the Pranamaya Kosha, the 
energetic body. Contact your breath and notice how your 
breath is today. Is it smooth and even or are there areas where 
the breath is forced or weak? With this in mind, begin to 
regulate your breath to make it smooth and even, gradually 
lengthen your exhale and deepen the inhale.

Now think about contacting the Manomaya Kosha, the 
emotional mind. Think about your reactions today, whether 
someone has made you feel special and happy or has upset 
you and how that touched you and whether you reacted. 
Notice whether that feeling is still with you now and in 
what capacity. Do you feel it strongly? Is it still there in the 
background? Or has the time passed entirely?

Now take a moment with the Vijnanamaya Kosha, the 
intellectual mind. How is this mind behaving today? Is it still 
and calm? Or is there a multitude of things you could/should/
would be doing rushing through? Without judgement and 
with patience explore this part of the mind that discerns and 
understands.

Now take a deep inhale and as you sigh the breath out, enjoy 
a moment with the Anandamaya Kosha, the bliss body. Take 
three or four sighing breaths and develop a sense of gratitude. 
Gratitude for all that you are, body, breath, emotions, intellect 
and the capacity for life that all this creates. Ma Aham Aham 
Sarvam, I am all, I am all. 
Om Shanthi Shanthi Shanthi.

Pancha Kosha
Awareness Practice

Devon School of Yoga Autumn Holistic Yoga Retreat 
At Rill Estate, Near Buckfastleigh, South Devon
Autumn - 16-18 October 2015
With Duncan Hulin and Andrea Guest
 
Experience a weekend of yoga, pranayama and meditation with 
time to relax and enjoy the beautiful surrounding countryside 
of the Rill Estate near Totnes, Devon. This beautiful venue is sur-
rounded by lush Devon Hills between Dartmoor and the coast 
and almost hidden by 80 acres of woods, fields and organic 
farmland. There is a light spacious studio, a welcoming sitting 
and dining area with tables, sofas and a wood burning stove 
and accommodation in en-suite twin rooms (some single rooms 
are available at extra cost). In addition to the delicious vegetari-
an food, which depending on the time of year may well include 
organic food grown on the estate, there are walks to explore 
through unspoiled woodlands

Vegetarian cuisine. Spacious light studio
Price £260.00 (2 nights - 3pm Friday to 3pm Sunday)
Includes: Accommodation, all meals/drinks, three Yoga sessions 
per day, evening chanting and use of hot tub.
Tel: 01392 420573    
Email: info@devonyoga.com/ Web: www.devonyoga.com
4 Barnfield Hill, St Leonards, Exeter, EX1 1SR

dsy courses retreats & workshops

welcome to autumn!
Welcome to the autumn edition of the Devon School of 
Yoga’s Newsletter. We trust that you will find items of 
interest in this issue. Plus, there are plenty of workshops 
and retreats to choose from to keep you yoga inspired. 

Thank you to everyone who contributes and reads the 
newsletter. Please feel free to share it with anyone you 
think may be interested. Enjoy the change of the season, 
the transformation of colour all around and the gentle 
approach of earlier evenings! 

Namaste
Duncan, Sue & Jules 
www.devonyoga.com/ info@devonyoga.com

By Alice Chapman 



“Why should a string of 195 opaque aphorisms 
compiled in the first centuries of the Common Era be 
required reading for yoga instructors in the twenty-
first century? What could an archaic treatise on the 
attainment of release through true cognition possibly 
have to do with modern postural yoga, that is, the 
postures and the stretching and breathing exercises we 
call yoga today (about which the Yoga Sutra has virtually 
nothing to say)?”
 
We tend to think of the Yoga Sutra 
the original source of classical Yoga 
philosophy, but as White explains, 
Patanjali was not universally 
regarded as the original “revealer” of 
Yoga - there were other candidates, 
it turns out. White questions whether 
Yoga was ever truly a separate school 
of Indian philosophy, or rather a variation of Samkhya 
(with added Ishvara -see below…). The significance 
of other philosophies such as Jainism and especially 
Buddhism are also noted - there’s a theory that the first 
three chapters of the Yoga Sutra may have been Buddhist 
in origin, with the final chapter being added to Hindu-
ize it.

A whole chapter is devoted to the concept of “Ishvara” 
- and therefore ishvarapranidhana - the fifth and often 
trickiest niyama for westerners to accept as a principle, 
let alone practice…If you have a hard time with the 
usual translation of “surrender to God/a higher power” 
this chapter is a heartening read: a more accurate 
translation, he ultimately suggests, would be “the 
serenity one acquires through the help of a Master of 
Yoga.” 

White describes the YS as a “comeback classic”, offering 
an account of how, for several hundred years, the YS had 
been “a lost tradition…scribes had stopped copying YS 
manuscripts…and instruction in Yoga philosophy had 
been dropped from the traditional Hindu curriculum…” 
until an ThomHenry Colebrooke, an English orientalist, 

David Gordon White’s brilliant, scholarly & often amusing investigation into the story of what’s 
now regarded as the “Yoga Bible” is a hugely educational and often very challenging read - 
challenging because a lot of what he has discovered contradicts what probably most of us have 
learned about the Yoga Sutra (or Sutras, take your pick - White suggests that perhaps it was really 
called the Yoga Shastras anyway) and its position in the history & practice of yoga. I can’t hope to 
convey all of what’s in this excellent book but here’s a few snapshots…

wrote an essay on Samkhya & Yoga philos in 1823 and 
thus initiated the “first contact” between a European and 
the tradition of the Yoga Sutra, effectively cutting the YS 
“free from its Indian moorings - from which it has been 
drifting ever since.”

Another crucial turning point in the history of the YS 
came with Vivkananda’s revival/reinvention of Yoga in 

the late 19th century, and the cobbling 
together of an eclectic mix of Hatha 
Yoga, Tantric Yoga, the medicalisation 
of Yoga and other strands. Many 
of our modern notions (or perhaps 
misconceptions) about Yoga, and the 
confusing eclecticism, can be traced 
back to Vivekananda, it seems.

 “…modern interpreters projected their 
fantasies, preconceptions, hopes, dreams, and personal 
agendas onto Patanjali’s work in unprecedented ways…”  

White also questions the mythologizing of 
Krishnamacharya as a great scholar of the YS, and the 
notion that learning and chanting the Sutras by rote was 
a traditional practice; more likely this was a piece of 
mythologizing courtesy of his biographers.

For anyone seeking “authentic” yoga, this book is 
required reading - not because you’ll find it here (you 
probably won’t), but because you’ll realise how much 
eclecticism, misinterpretation and reinvention has long 
been a part of the yoga tradition. This review barely 
skims the surface of a deep, compelling, intensely 
thought-provoking, well-researched and often very 
surprizing work. It offers a fascinating perspective and 
contextualising of an extraordinary book which, in itself, 
White never disputes the worth and wisdom of, even 
as he explodes the myths and misinterpretations which 
have grown around it. 

Highly recommended!

The Yoga Sutra of Patanjali.

A Biography By David Gordon White
Review by Tanja Bartlett 

Patanjali was not 
universally regarded as 
the original “revealer” 
of Yoga - there were 

other candidates



A film by Marie-Helene Carleton
(Recommendation from Duncan Hulin)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGvkki0tLoU
Words taken from http://www.aljazeera.com

An exploration into the impact of our modern obsession with 
one of the world’s oldest physical and spiritual practices.

Following words from the correspondent: Bhanu Bhatnagar 
“Yoga is so utterly vast as a discipline and so old as a practice, 
that it was a tall order to make a film about it in all its diversity 
and complexity. And there is one important element that 
was left unexplored in our film which deserves mention: the 
science behind yoga and meditation.

The last decade has seen an explosion of research into how 
and why yoga, mindful breathing and meditation impact our 
brains, bodies and behaviour. It’s long been believed that yoga 
and meditation can positively affect a person’s mood. But now, 
cold hard evidence appears to be confirming what sages and 
saints have been saying for thousands of years.

Watch The Stream ‘Finding Balance’
In 2012, 68-year-old Buddhist monk Matthieu Ricard was 
named the world’s happiest man. Researchers at the University 
of Wisconsin wired up the Frenchman’s skull with 256 sensors. 
The scans showed something remarkable. Daily meditation 
has given Ricard an exceptionally large capacity for joy and 
reduced his propensity towards negative emotions. Researchers 
showed that regular yoga and meditation can lead to increased 
activity in the brain’s left prefrontal cortex, which is responsible 
for memory, mood and emotions, among other things. And you 
needn’t be a Buddhist monk to benefit. Research suggests that 
just three weeks of 10 to 20 minutes of daily meditation can 
positively alter your brain.

Neuroscience is taking us deeper into the inner workings of 
our minds. And it’s revealing fascinating truths about our innate 
ability to heal ourselves, alter our dispositions, and according 
to Dr. Deepak Chopra, even change the expression of our 
genes.

Chopra is part of a movement that aims to provide evidence 
of consciousness - a term thrown around loosely in the world 
of yoga and meditation that basically means an intense form 
of self-awareness, starting with the body and eventually 
encompassing all of existence.

Yoga and meditation are bringing the usually hostile worlds 
of religion and science together; showing us that each 
individual has the capacity to heal themselves, physically and 
emotionally, through self-awareness and reflection.”

Following words from the Filmmaker: Marie-Helene Carleton
While working on this film and talking to people about their 
yoga journeys, I became intrigued by tales of their first time on 
the mat - and where it led. Just as there are multifold ways of 
doing yoga, so there are many stories of how one comes to it.

But I started to notice a trend. Men often came to yoga to heal 
a physical injury, while women sought to heal an emotional 
one.

Who owns Yoga? 
A male professional wrestling champion who hurt his back 
needed to save his career. A troubled young man who described 
his upbringing as racist and violent fell off a building while 
high on drugs, broke his back, and couldn’t walk. A young boy 
with debilitating health problems was given a cornucopia of 
pharmaceuticals that made him sicker.

A young female dancer struggled with an eating disorder 
resulting from a sexual assault. An actress battled a deeply 
negative self-image. A female journalist needed to find a way to 
cope with the trauma of 9/11 and the death of her friends.

But while these gendered starting points may seem like a 
dichotomy – I started yoga to heal my back, or I started yoga 
to heal my heart – people often discover that the physical and 
mental benefits converge over time as the physical practice 
leads to an emotional awakening.

Through the physical practice, the wrestler heals his back, and 
then creates his own form of yoga in order to bring it to men 
who regard it as only being for women. The troubled young 
man finds he can walk again, and evolves his perspective of 
others, becoming a peace-loving vegetarian, teaching a rigorous 
form of yoga and breathing techniques at Ted talks. The sick boy 
heals his body through yoga and becomes a world-class yoga 
athlete who champions the spiritual aspects of his practice.

And the emotional, internal journey leads to physical wellbeing 
and integration with the body. The young dancer finds a way to 
cope with her trauma, and the loss of control, creating a new 
and popular form of yoga that is about ease and simplicity. The 
actress learns to love her body and becomes a popular yoga 
instructor and body model for yoga brands. The journalist finds 
acceptance of the past and peace in her life, with a rigorous 
two-hour yoga practice every day.

The physical and emotional journeys intersect.

In recent years, the starting point for yoga has shifted as well. 
Returning combat veterans are using yoga to heal the emotional 
and psychological wounds of post-traumatic stress disorder.

The way people talk about yoga – as a spiritual technology, 
a science of the soul, or body prayer – are different narrative 
roads that lead to a similar point. What makes yoga distinctive 
is the mind-body connection led by the breath. Here, the mind 
and body are not in opposition, but unified through the act of 
breathing. Yoga is an experience of a special connection that 
happens when the physical and the mental come together and 
become something transcendent.



  

“The Listeners” by Walter de La Mare
with commentary and interpretation entitled “The Witness”
By Philip Xerri

THE LISTENERS
By Walter de La Mare

‘Is there anybody there?’ said the Traveller,
Knocking on the moonlit door;
And his horse in the silence champed the 
grasses
Of the forest’s ferny floor:
And a bird flew up out of the turret,
Above the Traveller’s head:
And he smote upon the door again a 
second time;
‘Is there anybody there?’ he said.
But no one descended to the Traveller;
No head from the leaf-fringed sill
Leaned over and looked into his grey eyes,
Where he stood perplexed and still.
But only a host of phantom listeners
That dwelt in the lone house then
Stood listening in the quiet of the 
moonlight
To that voice from the world of men:
Stood thronging the faint moonbeams on 
the dark stair,
That goes down to the empty hall,
Hearkening in an air stirred and shaken
By the lonely Traveller’s call.
And he felt in his heart their strangeness,
Their stillness answering his cry,
While his horse moved, cropping the dark 
turf,
’Neath the starred and leafy sky;
For he suddenly smote on the door, even
Louder, and lifted his head:—
‘Tell them I came, and no one answered,
That I kept my word,’ he said.
Never the least stir made the listeners,
Though every word he spake
Fell echoing through the shadowiness of 
the still house
From the one man left awake:
Ay, they heard his foot upon the stirrup,
And the sound of iron on stone,
And how the silence surged softly 
backward,
When the plunging hoofs were gone

THE LISTENERS
A commentary

I always liked this narrative poem—
enigmatic with a supernatural edge. In fact
it falls under a category called—
EVOCATIVE SUPERNATURALISM—
whereby the supernatural is alluded to, 
conjured up, as it were—but its truth 
never asserted. It concerns a Traveller who 
calls upon a ‘lone’ house in the forest on 
a moonlit night. He knocks three times in 
all but never gets an answer—although 
the image of a ’host of phantom listeners’ 
that dwell in ‘that lone house’ is brought 
to mind. And, although the Traveller 
does not get an answer he feels their 
‘otherness’!‘And he felt in his heart their 
strangeness, Their stillness answering his 
cry,’ None of the questions that leap into 
the reader’s mind are answered. Who is 
the Traveller? Why did he call? Who or 
What are the Listeners? Are they REAL? 
There is an air of mysterious intent that 
flows through the whole narrative: there 
is an inexplicable connection between 
the traveller and the listeners. Although 
they never actually communicate directly, 
the atmosphere is one of suspense. And 
all this suspense, mysterious intent and 
inexplicable connections crystallise in the 
final verse leaving the reader none the 
wiser as to what has actually happened, 
but all the more richer for having been 
drawn into an unknown world of sinister 
shadows that finally come to rest in a 
soothing silence as the Traveller rides 
away. ’And how the silence surged softly 
backward, When the plunging hoofs were 
gone.’ In my version the Traveller is the 
’inner witness’, our ’higher self’; and the 
Listeners are the constant thought process 
that stops us communicating with that 
’inner self’. I have kept the basic structure 
which is four line verses with second and 
fourth line rhyming and also the same 
number of verses.

THE WITNESS

‘Is anybody there?’ said the witness
Watching from deep inside the mind,
Whilst the thought waves rushed about,
and swirled around
Making him, difficult to find.
And some thoughts grew in strength,
And flashed above the rest;
‘Is anybody there?’ said the witness,
even louder
‘This is real: it is not a test.’
But no answer came to the witness;
No glimmer of wondrous insight
Emerged from that fickle blackness,
To produce, a shaft of light.
But only a host of phantom thoughts
That rattled inside his head;
That spiralled round and around
As if his spirit, were dead.
That spun through the caverns of his mind
Born, from the chemistry of his brain,
They fled, unfettered and free,
Unaware of the witness and his pain.
And the witness felt their movement
Their business ignoring his plea;
And the stillness of his nature
Was lost, to the one that could not see.
Frustrated, the witness shouted even
Louder, as if to wake the dead;
‘How can you answer, when you do not
listen?’
‘You are lost’ he said.
Never a pause for reflection
Made the thought waves in his mind;
Never a soothing silence found the
witness,
No real connection could he find.
Ay, the thoughts still swirled around his
head;
Around the echo of that plea,
And, until he deemed to listen,
Never, never would he be free.



18 October 2015, 1-4pm
Vinyasa Flow Yoga Workshop
Core Strength – Igniting and Maintaining the 
Inner Fire
£20, Lotus Loft Yoga Studio
Limited spaces, booking essential.
For further details see www.yogawithjules.
co.uk 
Or contact Jules: yogawithjules@hotmail.
co.uk 07446-968994

22 November 2015, 1-4pm
Vinyasa Flow Yoga Workshop
Exploring Arm Balances
£20, Lotus Loft Yoga Studio
Limited spaces, booking essential.
For further details see www.yogawithjules.
co.uk 
Or contact Jules: yogawithjules@hotmail.
co.uk 07446-968994

13 December 2015, 1-4pm
Vinyasa Flow Yoga Workshop
Relax and Unwind – Finding Peace in Busy 
Times
£20, Lotus Loft Yoga Studio
Limited spaces, booking essential.
For further details see www.yogawithjules.
co.uk 
Or contact Jules: yogawithjules@hotmail.
co.uk 07446-968994

18-20 December 2015 
Winter Solstice Retreat
A weekend on Dartmoor. 
Early bird price (before end October 
2015) £180, full price £210, (inclusive of 
accommodation, all meals, all Yoga and 
meditation sessions). Deposit of £80 to 
secure your space.  For more details see 
www.holisticyogasangha.com or contact 
Virginia 078875217970

19-20 December 2015 (timings TBC)
Christmas Charity Craft Fair and Open Studio
Lotus Loft 2nd Floor, 25 Southrnhay East, 
Exeter, EX1 1QP
For further details see: www.lotus-loft.co.uk
Or contact Jules: yogawithjules@hotmail.
co.uk  

19-21 February 2016 
Ashram weekend and making a resolve
At Shekinah Ashram, Glastonbury. 
Early bird price (before end December) 
£140, full price £170 (inclusive of 
accommodation, all meals, all Yoga and 
meditation sessions). Deposit of £50 to 
secure your space. 
For more details see www.
holisticyogasangha.com or contact Virginia 
078875217970

Classes with Ashok Naik in Topsham, Exeter.
Monday: 10:00am - 11:30am
and 06:00pm - 07:30pm
Wednesday: 06:00pm - 07:30pm
Thursday: 06:00pm - 07:30pm
Rate: £7-00 per class.
Contact: 07743 574792.
Email: ashoknaik@hotmail.com
With focus on alignment, classes are 
small, so concentration is on the individual 
practitioner similar to a one to one.

Events Listings

Sidmouth now has its very own dedicated yoga studio, Jala Flow 
Yoga, offering a broad range of classes every day of the week. 
Hot Yoga is also on the menu for those looking to try something 
completely unique to the area.

Conveniently located on the High Street and a minute’s walk from the beach, Jala Flow Yoga 
creates the perfect ambience to enjoy either a morning or evening practice, and is an ideal 
destination for those seeking workshops, in service training or a stunning retreat.

With a teacher on hand to guide you at your own pace, the studio is put together to ensure 
that there is something of interest for as many people as possible. Whether you’re looking for 
gentle hatha or dynamic flow, we are very lucky to have a diverse range of qualified teachers 
and as a result are also able to offer kundalini, anusara, ashtanga, pre- and post-natal, 
relaxed kids, pregnancy yoga and restorative yoga. The Thursday night, candlelit flow class 
has proven to be a popular way to ease into the weekend. 

All yoga classes teach postures and techniques that bring an increase to flexibility and 
strength, while including methods of relaxation and mindfulness for improved well-being.

The founders of Jala Flow Yoga, Tom and Louise Hunt, have combined their energies to build 
their dream and to make Jala Flow Yoga a sanctuary for others to enjoy. Louise is British 
Wheel of Yoga qualified, and has been teaching classes and workshops since 2001.

The best way to experience Jala Flow Yoga is to try the two week introduction, which allows 
you to come to as many classes as you like for only £20. Alternatively just drop in.

To find out more, please visit our website at www.jalaflowyoga.com.

This autumn, the Lotus Loft yoga studio and the Ashtanga Yoga Workshop studio, both in 
Exeter, will be once again selling hand-knitted woollen socks from India as-well-as locally 
made hand-crocheted leg warmers with proceeds going to the Ganga Prem. For more 
information on pricing and how to purchase socks or leg warmers to help support this 
great charity (or to stock them in your local yoga studio), please contact Jules Yount via 
yogawithjules@hotmail.co.uk  

“If I can stop one heart from breaking,
I shall not live in vain:
If I can ease one life the aching,
Or cool one pain,
Or help one fainting robin
Unto his next again,
I shall not live in vain.”

From Emily Dickinson

2016 will see the return of the Devon Yoga Festival! The dates have 
been set for 22-24 July 2016. The festival will be back at the beautiful 
Rill Estate near Buckfastleigh. This not for profit event also supports 
the Ganga Prem Hospice. Further details about the festival will be 
available soon at: www.devonyogafestival.co.uk

New Yoga Centre
in Sidmouth: Jala Flow Yoga

Raising money for Ganga Prem



  

Here you will find news, views, and authoritative articles on all matters Yoga, plus an up-to-date list 

of workshops, retreats and seminars put on by Independent Yoga Network members. If you are an

Independent Yoga Network member you can list your classes, workshops and events - go to the 

‘what’s on’ page to find out how to add your listing. For more information: www.namaskaram.co.uk

Namaskaram
Namaskaram is the online magazine and newsletter of The Independent Yoga Network. 

DSY & other events

31 October 2015, 10am-5pm

Postgraduate Workshop – Ongoing 

Enquiry.

With Duncan Hulin

The Barefoot Barn, Chagford

£40, deposit to hold a place £20

For further information contact: info@

devonyoga.com

22 November 2015, 10am-4:30pm

Holistic Yoga Workshop

With Duncan Hulin

Yoga Loft, Plymouth

For further information and booking 

contact: info@yogaloft.co.uk

Level 2 Emergency First Aid at Work : 1 

day course

Instructor: Deborah Cox

Venue: Chambers Close, Sidmouth, 

Devon EX10 9YL

Date: 28th November 2015       Time: 

09.30 – 16.30

Cost: Introductory price of Ł70.00 

including certification and booklet.

To book: Telephone Deborah Cox on 

07545308519 or email Deborah at

deborahcox06@aol.com

My guru, Swami Kripalvanandji widely known as ‘Bapuji (father, grandfather)’ was born 
in a small town in Gujarat on 13-1-1913. Since childhood he was most studious and 
most intent on worshiping saints and deities. 

In a temple in Mumbai an unknown saint in ochre robes approached him and asked 
him to come to his ashram the next day. He did as he was asked and thus, on 15th 
January 1931, he joined
the traditional lineage of Lord Lakulish, of which he would in future become the 
third ‘Kulguru’. He also taught various yoga techniques and gave him guidance 
about spiritual matters as-well-as instruction in Ayurveda, anatomy, physiology and 
psychology. 

After 8 months, in August1931, he put my guru through a strict regimen of diet and 
secluded meditation and mantra recitation for a period of 41 days. On the final day, 
which fell on Mahashivratri of 1932 , Bhagwan gave him Saktipat Diksha. He blessed 
his new disciple thus: “My son, with this ancient and holy initiation, I ordain you a 
Yogacharya. You will be the world’s most outstanding Yogacharya. In the future, after 
even the tiny worldly desires that remain are cleansed, find some wise old detached 
cow-worshipping saint. He will give you sannyas initiation with saffron robes.” 
 
For more than thirty years my guru practiced intensive yoga sadhana. A mystery is that 
his guru never revealed his name but my guru told his disciples that his name was 
Pranavanandaji. So the lineage is, 

1. ‘Kulguru’ Lord Lakulish, 
2. Pranavanandaji, 
3. Swami Kripalvanandji 
4. Rajarshri Muni who is still the head of the institute.

On the day of Mahashivratri in 1949, Lord Lakulish gave darshan to Swami Swami 
Kripalvanandji at Rishikesh. Guru and disciple spoke of many spiritual things relating 
to body and soul. 

In December 1955 the village of Kayavarohan in Gujarat, invited him to come and 
deliver a discourse. Swami Kripalvanandji knew nothing about the village, nor was he 
aware of the fact that this was a very important Teertha (place of pilgrimage) of very 
ancient origin. It is written in the record of the parampara (tradition) that ‘it was an 
event arranged in advance by Divine Will. Kayavarohan was destined to be the primary 
focus of Swami Kripalvanandji’s future activities’.

Soon after, Swami Kripalvanandji took a vow of total silence which was to last for 12 
years. In 1965 he began preliminary work for re-establishing Kayavarohan. He set up 
the Kayavarohan Teertha Seva Samaj to manage the work. After 3 years of preparatory 
work, the foundation stone for the new temple of Lord Brahmeshwar was laid on 29th 
November 1968. And this is where Lakulish Yoga Vidyalaya, the Lakulish Institute of 
Yoga started. 

Please see the events listings for Ashok’s classes.

My lineage.
By Ashok Naik

Yoga is the anchor in all of my weather

It gifts me its calm when at the end of my 

tether

Yoga is grounding, a feeling of peace

A practice that provides me a blanket of 

ease

Watching my thoughts, not getting caught 

up

Safe in my centre, I know I’m enough

A strong connection to inner Self

A knowing of union above all else

Yoga feels like the mother of me

Nurturing, safe, answering my plea

Mind, body, spirit united as one

A feeling of wholeness has begun.

What is Yoga? 
Poem by Lara Priestley


